
•Lnd so regularly is the cutt ing conducted completely 
round the tree, that at length only two, or at the 
most three inches of wood remain to support the 
trunk, which in the absence of wind remains balanced 
to the last moment , until over thrown by the wedge . 

U p o n first arrival in the country it is difficult to 
comprehend the reason for this general destruction ; 
t u t as a g ipsy in T u r k e y will burn down a handsome 
j r e e in order to make his wooden spoons, so the 
Cypriote will fell a large pine for the sake of the base 
of five or six feet in length that will afford him a 
wooden trough either for water or to feed his pigs . 
A great number of the larger trees are cut and 
partially scooped for four or five feet before their 
destruction is determined upon, as the carpenter wishes 
to prove the quali ty o f the heart. M a n y are rejected, 
and the operation proceeds no further ; but the tree 
remains mutilated for ever . 
J Other trees are felled for the purpose of obtaining 
tar. Before they are absolutely cut down they are 
tapped by cutt ing a deep incision nearly into the 
centre of the heart, l ike a huge notch, and they are 
left for a time to prove whether the tar will run, as 
exhibited by the production of the resin. I f unfavour
able, the tree is left thus cut to the heart and 
blemished. Nea r ly e v e r y tree is thus marked. If 

• the signs of tar are propitious, the tree is felled, the 
branches are lopped, and the trunk cut into sections 
and split. A l l pieces are then arranged longitudinally 

J in a rude kiln formed of loose stones and earth, in 
which they are burned, and the tar as it exudes is 

' led by a narrow gut ter formed of clay into the 
receptacle prepared. 

Should a straight pole be required for any special 


